Influence of microwave radiation on relaxation processes in silicon carbide
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Abstract. The methods of optical absorption spectroscopy and high-resolution diffractometry have been used to study the influence of microwaves on characteristics of crystalline SiC. Being based on the X-ray analysis data, optical transmission, photoluminescence, and photoluminescence excitation spectra, it has been shown that the microwave treatment leads to a change in the gradient of internal mechanical stresses and an increase in the migration capability of dislocations and, as a result, to redistribution of recombination centers in the sample.
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1. Introduction

To reduce the concentration of defect states at the oxide-semiconductor interface, additional external treatments, such as temperature annealing, γ-irradiation, and microwave (MW) processing, are often used. For example, the effect of increasing the transmission coefficient in the SiO₂/SiC and TiO₂(Gd₂O₃, Er₂O₃)/SiC structures after microwave exposure was observed in the works [1–3]. In [4, 5], to explain the changes in optical properties of this type structures, a model of non-thermal interaction of MW with oxide film – semiconductor structures was proposed. According to this model, MW treatment increases the migration capability of dislocations, which in its turn leads to redistribution of the centers responsible for emission and absorption in the oxide film – silicon carbide structures.

In this work, we studied the effect of MW irradiation on redistribution of impurity-defect states in crystalline 6H-SiC.

2. Samples and research methods

A comparative analysis of the optical absorption spectra, X-ray diffraction, photoluminescence (PL), and photoluminescence excitation spectra of crystalline n-type silicon carbide (polytype 6H-SiC), grown using the Lely method with the concentration of free electrons ~10¹⁸ cm⁻³, before and after short-term non-thermal exposure to microwave radiation has been carried out.

MW processing was performed in the operation chamber of a magnetron with the frequency f = 2.45 GHz, specific power 0.04 W/cm². The MW annealing time was 5 s.

The PL spectra were recorded using SDL-2 (CJΔI-2) setup within the range 400…800 nm. To excite the PL spectra, we used emission of the nitrogen laser (λ_exc = 337 nm). The transmission spectra within the range 300…900 nm were measured using an SF-26 (CФ-26) spectrophotometer. A SIRSh-200 (CHPШ-200) spectral lamp was used as a source of a continuous spectrum to obtain transmission spectra. For additional quality control of the sample, Raman spectra were used. Micro-Raman spectra of the samples were obtained at room temperature in the backscattering geometry by using T64000 spectrometer (Horiba Jobin Yvon) with a confocal microscope and a CCD cooled detector. The Raman spectra were excited using an Ar-Kr laser (λ_exc = 488.0 nm). In Raman studies, the laser beam was focused into a beam with the diameter <1 μm. The accuracy of determining the frequency position of phonon lines was 0.15 cm⁻¹. All the optical measurements were carried out at room temperature. X-ray measurements were performed using PANalitical X-Pert PRO MRD XL high-precision diffractometer (PANalytical B.V., Almelo, the Netherlands) with characteristic radiation CuKα1 = 1.54056Å.
3. Experimental results and discussion

The quality of the initial crystalline 6H-SiC was additionally controlled using Raman spectroscopy. Fig. 1 shows the Raman spectra inherent to various points of the sample.

As can be seen from Fig. 1, in the Raman spectrum we observed the phonon bands characteristic for 6H-SiC: the intense ones with the frequencies 145 and 150 cm\(^{-1}\) (FTA modes), 767 and 789 cm\(^{-1}\) (FTO modes), 96 cm\(^{-1}\) (FLO mode) and the weak ones with the frequencies 236, 241, 266 cm\(^{-1}\) (FTA modes), 797 cm\(^{-1}\) (FTO mode), 504, 514 cm\(^{-1}\) (FLA modes), 965, 889 cm\(^{-1}\) (FLO modes) [6]. In addition, as can be seen from Fig. 1, observed is a coincidence of Raman spectra recorded in various points of the sample, which indicates the structural homogeneity of the studied material, and the absence of impurities of other SiC polytypes.

The structural perfection of the samples can be estimated by measuring 20-\(\omega\) scans for symmetric (111) reflections by using the high-resolution diffractometry. Fig. 2 shows 20-\(\omega\) scans near the (111) reflection before and after microwave processing the 6H-SiC samples. As can be seen from Fig. 2, the presence of additional diffuse scattering in the region of smaller angles (curve 1) in the 20-\(\omega\) scan for the initial 6H-SiC sample indicates tensile strain in the lattice of this sample, which can be caused by the presence of defects in the form of vacancy type complexes in the samples. 20-\(\omega\) scans of the sample after processing (curve 2) have a symmetrical shape, which may indicate dissolution of the complexes of these defects or appearance of new ones with the opposite sign of deformation (interstitial type). It is likely that processing led to removal of tensile strains in the crystal, probably due to the motion of dislocations and redistribution of defect complexes.

Fig. 3 shows the optical transmission spectra of 6H-SiC sample before and after microwave processing.

As can be seen from Fig. 3, the transmission spectrum of the initial sample is a typical transmission spectrum of crystalline 6H-SiC doped with nitrogen impurities [7, 8]. The absorption band observed in the spectral range close to 630 nm is associated with the presence of nitrogen impurities, as it is indicated in the literature [7, 8]. Short-term exposure with MW radiation leads to an increase in transmittance within the whole observed interval without changing the shape of the spectrum.

The increase in the transmission of samples after MW processing is most likely caused by the following: under the influence of MW radiation, the fields of internal mechanical strains are redistributed, as evidenced by the data of X-ray analysis (Fig. 2), and the number of internal interfaces caused by motion of dislocation walls in the bulk of silicon carbide, which can result in the decrease in losses of light scattering inside the sample.

**Fig. 1.** Raman spectra of the sample in various points.

**Fig. 2.** Experimental 20-\(\omega\) scans near the (111) reflection: 1 – initial SiC sample, 2 – after microwave processing.

**Fig. 3.** Optical transmission spectra of 6H-SiC before (1) and after (2) microwave processing.
Fig. 4 shows the normalized photoluminescence spectra for 6H-SiC before and after MW processing.

As can be seen from Fig. 4, two broad luminescence bands with the peaks close to 540 and 460 nm are observed in the PL spectrum of both the initial and microwave-treated 6H-SiC. The band in the range near 460 nm in the PL spectra of silicon carbide is associated with the presence of luminescence centers caused by intrinsic defects [9] or by violation of the stoichiometry of silicon carbide crystals [10], as it is mentioned in the literature. The authors of [11–13] correlate the PL bands with the peak around 467 nm with recombination of donor-acceptor pairs of the type i-center – nitrogen or admixture (nitrogen) – defect.

It should be noted that PL radiation excited with $\lambda_{ex} = 337$ nm penetrates into silicon carbide to the depth close to 100 nm. Therefore, the presented PL spectra are primarily due to radiative recombination in the near-surface region containing a number of defects typical for it. First of all, these are defects that arise due to the distortion of the periodic potential of the crystal lattice and breaking the chemical bonds of atoms at the surface, as well as local surface imperfections of type of structural defects, impurities and their complexes. Appearance of a short-wave wing of the PL band with the peak around 460 nm (Fig. 4, curve 1) can be explained exactly by the radiative recombination in the centers formed with the participation of surface defects.

MW processing leads to redistribution of the centers of radiative recombination in 6H-SiC. So, after this processing, there is an increase in the intensity of the PL band with the peak near 540 nm relative to that with the peak close to 460 nm, as well as a significant decrease in the photoluminescence in the short-wave range.

Moreover, a decrease in the relative intensity of the short-wave wing of photoluminescence, as well as the PL band caused by intrinsic defects in silicon carbide correlates with an increase in the transmission of the 6H-SiC sample due to microwave exposure (Figs 3 and 4).

Fig. 5 shows the normalized luminescence excitation spectra of 6H-SiC for the PL band with the peak near 560 nm before and after MW processing.

As can be seen from Fig. 5, in the luminescence excitation spectrum of the initial SiC, the intense band with the peak at 425 nm and the very weak band with the peak at 467 nm are observed (Fig. 5, curve 1). After MW processing, in the luminescence excitation spectrum of 6H-SiC, the additional band with the peak near 435 nm appears (Fig. 5, curve 2). The bands in luminescence excitation spectrum within the range 420…440 nm can be associated with the absorption bands of 2.98 eV (416 nm) and 2.85 eV (435 nm) observed in [8], which are related with nitrogen. In this case, the 2.98 eV band is the near-edge absorption band caused by photoionization of nitrogen with transition of electrons to the absolute minimum of the conduction band [8]. Probably, absorption in the centers formed with participation of surface defects also contributes to this band. The 2.85 eV (435 nm) band is caused by photoionization of nitrogen at the h- and 2k-positions to the high located minimum of the conduction band [8]. In [8], it was also suggested that the absorption band of ~ 2.85 eV consists of two overlapping components that have approximately equal intensities as a consequence of forbidden transitions.

Motion of dislocations caused by MW irradiation [5] results in fluctuations in the heterogeneity of the distribution of dopants and defects both at the surface and in the bulk of SiC, which, in turn, leads to a change in the nature of the inter-impurity interaction between the absorption centers. In addition, appearance or disappearance of structural defects due to microwave processing should be accompanied by a change in the symmetry of the nearest environment of individual nitrogen atoms, which entails redistribution of the intensities inherent to individual bands composing the band of luminescence excitation spectrum within the range 420…440 nm.
4. Conclusions

Thus, the increase in the transmission of crystalline 6H-SiC after MW processing can be caused by a change in the gradient of internal mechanical strains due to interaction of MW radiation and dislocations, which leads to a decrease of the losses in light scattering by dislocations inside the sample. In addition, interaction of MW radiation with dislocations can lead to their redistribution. As a result of migration of dislocations and their interaction with impurities and defects of the crystal lattice, there appear additional centers that can manifest themselves as centers of radiative and non-radiative electron-hole recombination [14, 15], which is pronounced in redistribution of the intensity of the PL bands.

The obtained data completely confirm the assumption made in [4, 5] about the resonance nature of interaction of microwave radiation with dislocations, which leads to a change in the number and configuration of dislocations and, accordingly, to redistribution of recombination centers in the sample.
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